
Offices. Perfectly Tailored.™

CONF-
ERENCING

Boardroom
Modular & Training Tables
Media Centers
WallTiles



It’s taken on a whole new meaning.  
Bringing people together in beautiful, 
creative and advanced ways. 

Conferencing

The classics never go out of style.  Neither does 
fine detailing and discernible craftsmanship.
Beginning with the new boardroom table:  Simple, 
elegant, functional and commanding - a definitive 
expression of a corporate meeting place.  

Add a handcrafted, real wood edge detail to 
transform these tables to a higher level of custom, 
branded look. Aluminum reveals on the bases and 
vertical reveal option highlight the refined styling.

Table top Power/Data modules have a brushed 
aluminum finish - matching the base reveal 
details beautifully.  Smoothly inlaid into the 
surfaces, they provide fast and easy access 
to power and data options embedded in the 
module. Cable channeling is designed to 
enhance the sophisticated linear appearance of 
the structure.

334877   –   Arc Side Top  /  Recess Flat Edge  /  Honey Maple  334876   –   Arc End Top  /  1-5/8" Wave Crest Edge  /  Riviera Maple

334878   –   Rectangular Top  /  Double Knife Edge  /  Mocha Cherry

three-h.com/conferencing
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Designed by Jean Bourassa.  Powered by RED.
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Collaborative Places
There’s new thinking in meeting spaces: 
New places, new work-heights, new materials.
Conferencing can take place in dynamic ways.  Starting with 
tables at various heights.  Standing alone or connected to 
walls.  Blending in storage and media in a number of creative 
ways in a variety of environments from private to public space.

Using Three H laminates is, more than ever, a smart choice.  More re-
sistant to wear and tear then wood veneer and the clever use of solid 
colours, fabric and white boards expands the design palette – much 
more welcoming to newer generations and approaches to work.

For those who desire a wall system but not wanting to make the investment 
in expensive architectural walls, comes the new custom and functional 
Three H WallTiles.  The new proprietary designed WallTiles are constructed 
to form-fit an existing wall.  The Three H frame system can be tiled with 
laminate, fabric, marker board; and embedded with cabinetry, shelving or 
with aluminum slat-rails.  

Simply cover an existing wall that had little value and transform it.  Clean 
up an old wall without the expensive process of building new architectural 
walls. (as shown on cover) Alternatively, use a limited arrangement of tiles 
within an office space to enhance the design aesthetic and functionality of 
a working environment.

Design your own office at:
www.three-h.com/RED
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334874   –   Recess Flat Edge  /  Sand Drift

334873   –   Media Center  /  1-5/8” Wave Crest Edge  /  Sand Drift

334872   –   Work Center  /   Knife Edge  /  Sand Drift



Connected Spaces
Furnishings of distinction, character 
and tremendous value.

Value pricing need not mean a compromise on styling.  Create a unique, 
design-savvy layout for your media and training rooms that speaks to the 
advanced thinking of your organization. Knowing how great the price is 
will make the choice of Three H even more impressive.

See lots more Ideas at:
www.three-h.com/typicals 7

334867   –   Media Cart  /  Dark Suede 334868   –   Lecturn  /  Dark Suede

334869   –  Modular Tables  /  Flat Edge  /  Mocha Walnut

334870   –   Training Tables  /  Flat Edge  /  Mocha Walnut

334871   –  1-5/8” Wave Crest Edge  /  Dark Suede  /  Create Leg



T  1.800.767.5374        www.three-h.com
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Boardroom   |   Modular & Training Tables   |   Media Centers   |   WallTiles

Designed, Developed and 
Manufactured in North America

For full Statement of Line and Layouts, visit: www.three-h.com/conferencing
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Create your own work space at: 
www.three-h.com/red

Powered by:

DESIGN YOUR OFFICE AT:
www.three-h.com/red
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Unifying the elements in collaborative spaces:

Conferencing




